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Invited participants 

• Raymond Concho Jr., First Lieutenant Governor from Acoma  
• Stan Holder, Executive Director for the Pueblo of  Acoma Education 

Department 
• Mary Jean Habermann-Lopez, Co-Chair for Coalition for the Majority 



Packet  

• Powerpoint 
• Bilingual Education Regulation Analysis  
• Expert Letters 
• All Pueblo Governors Letter  



LESC Hearing on Bilingual Education Regulation 
   Expert letters 
• Dr. Jim Cummins, Professor Emeritus, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 

University of Toronto 

• Dr. Lily Wong Fillmore, Professor Emerita, Graduate School of Education, University 
of California, Berkeley 

• Dr. Wayne Thomas, Professor Emeritus, Program Evaluation and Research, and Dr. 
Virginia Collier, Professor Emerita, Bilingual and ESL Education, George Mason 
University  

• Dr. Laurie Olsen, “Multiple Pathways to Biliteracy”, Californians Together: Long 
Beach, CA. 2014 

• Dr. Tamara Lucas, Professor Emeritus, Department of Educational Foundations, 
Monctclair State University 

• Dr.Esther DeJong, President, National TESOL (Teachers of English to Speakers of 
Other Languages) and author, Foundations of Multilingualism in Education, From 
Principles to Practice.  
 
 



Points to cover… 
• Elimination of Two Models 

• Consultation 

• Program Evaluation 

• Monitoring 

• What next?  

• Considerations for strengthening and expansion of Bilingual Programs 

• Expanding the Bilingual Teaching workforce 

• Making stronger connections to the Bilingual Seal 

 



Elimination of Two Models: 

• Models offer districts options  select a program that responds to the 
community’s and local board’s philosophy about bilingual instruction.  

• We understand that NMPED has guided school districts to choose one 
of three options before the regulation is finalized.   

• There is a large constituency that are in favor of maintaining the 5 
program models.  

• May 2nd Testimonies - https://vimeo.com/217789822 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
as philosophy – Respond to the unique needs of the NM Population. With 5 options for schools to chose from, local school districts have the opportunity to work with their community members, teachers, parents to select the most appropriate program that conveys to the community the “intent” of the program. The NMPED heard over 27 testimonials from stakeholders representing parents, teachers, boards of education members, district personnel, deans of the colleges of education, multiple Pueblo tribes, the Navajo nation, and????? There is a large constituency that is seriously gravely concerned about these changes.Ripple effect and pushed guidance doesn’t allow district the time and consultation with changes that are happening.

https://vimeo.com/217789822
https://vimeo.com/217789822
https://vimeo.com/217789822


New Mexico is unique and a pioneer in having 
these models… 

• “As I noted above, New Mexico’s current set of 
program options are enlightened compared to those 
of many other states insofar as they respect the 
principle of community choice and provide a range of 
options that respond to the realities of community 
language profiles and aspirations.”       

Dr. Jim Cummins, Letter to LESC, June 11, 2017  
 



Consultation  
• The NMPED is required to consult and collaborate with tribal 

governments relative to proposed changes that may affect the 
maintenance of tribal languages as referenced to Article 23A of the 
Indian Education Act before any scheduled public commentary.   

• Lack of consultation prior to release of changes does not honor the 
government to government relationships that exist between the State 
of New Mexico and sovereign tribes.  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Could there be a better model for indigenous language programs? The changes disregard the linguistic plight of New Mexico’s various Native American nations and tribes.



Rapid Erosion of Languages  

“New Mexico groups, because of their strong tribal governments have 
managed to hang onto their languages and cultural practices longer 
than many other groups, but in the past half-century, they too have 
seen the rapid erosion of their languages and cultures and the effect 
these shifts have had on children and youth. Community leaders 
recognize the long-term cultural, emotional, and psychological cost of 
language loss on families and the educational participation of their 
young people.”  

Dr. Lily Wong Fillmore 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the maintenance or revitalization of indigenous languages is complex, I believe the answers are found within the individual communities.  For too long, our Tribal Communities have long been challenged to “pick” a program or “label” a program that fits what the state has determined a language model to be. Why not allow the use of the heritage language model as the distinct place where our indigenous communities can redefine a program that meets their unique local communities needs ?  Our Indigenous languages are sacred to NM and allowing tribal communities the flexibility to offer a state bilingual program as a recognized stand-alone program is one way of honoring NM Indigenous tribes and support the intention of the Indian Ed. Act.  When 20,000 students are pushed into a heritage model….When everyone is pushed into one program model, this astern approach is in direct contrast to building upon the cultural and linguistic assets of our diverse communities and transcending NM to being a national leader in bilingual education. Could there be a better model for indigenous language programs? 



Our Indigenous languages are sacred to NM and allowing tribal 
communities the flexibility to offer a state bilingual program 
unique to their community. This would honor our NM 
Indigenous tribes and support the intention of the Indian Ed. 
Act [NMSA 1978 Section 22-23A through 22_23A-8] 

Expand, enhance and clarify our bilingual 
programs to fit local contexts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  �Expand and enhance and clarifying our bilingual programs to fit local contexts.  Put NM at the forefront of bilingual education again.  Instead of building, we are going in reverse.  If we allow communities to own their own language and program, it might be more than 5 programs, but will put NM at the forefront. Maybe it is redefining, clarifying the definitions, not eliminating. 



Consolidating Maintenance and Enrichment into Heritage 
creates a vague program for that doesn't allow recognition of 
cultural and linguistic influences within distinct communities. 
 
Through “True” consultation with individual tribal 
communities, NM could expand and enhance an indigenous 
language program that would position Tribes in NM as 
leaders in Indigenous Education.  
 

Complex, but possible… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“True” consultation-  Multiple levels of consultation“surface”- Giving Information: Telling people what is planned and inviting feedback.  The current process exercised by PED. “directive” - Gathering Information: offering options, listening to and acting on feedback but decisions are already made. “deepest level”- Authentic, organic approach rather than a top-down mandate. Deciding together what is best, and forming a partnership to carry it out. Conversation about what model can be put in place to address the unique needs of the community. Different level of accountability, local curriculum, Where two parties come to the table that inform options that best meet the needs of the students within the community. Come up with something that works for accountability rather than a list of accountability measures determined only by NMPED. 



Program Evaluation- “Sufficient Progress” 
• Since the NMPED will determine compliance for program 

renewal based on  “sufficient progress toward meeting state 
targets for language and academic proficiency” (6.32.2.16.A), 
it is absolutely imperative that districts know the operational 
standard the NMPED will use to evaluate them for renewal of 
the program.   

• Moreover, in the case of indigenous languages, sufficient 
progress should be determined by the specific tribe the 
students belong to, and not by the NMPED. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 What is PED role in monitoring ?After 2-years, program can be defunded based in lack of “sufficient progress” for program evaluation .



Evaluation – 2-year determination  

• Districts may be defunded after two years using local district 
evaluation report.  This brings into question… 

• Local funding implications??? 
• Instructional implications for Els ??? 
• Community choice ??? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So many unknowns in this section.  What is the operational standard? Community choice---what is the loop back. 



Evaluation – Compliance 

• Regulation proposes to determine compliance with entire statute 

and regulation based on local district report. 

 

• This is not yet fully understood.  What will be measured?   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What will be measured?  Currently NM Lacks Spanish language Arts Standards and there is an inequity of assessments available in languages other than English.  While there are now some assessments available in Spanish, there are many students who are required to take the English only exams.  What does this say about the partner language, heritage language, enriched language. And all of this touches upon my next section…Monitoring. 



I see no defensible rationale for restricting the 
range of program options nor for reducing the 
time period available to schools to 
demonstrate effective student progress 
(however this is defined) from four to two 
years.”  

 
Dr. Jim Cummins, Letter to LESC, June 11, 2017  



Monitoring & Missing Pieces 

• The NMPED’s Bilingual Bureau is responsible for supporting local school 
boards, Superintendents, Bilingual Directors , and others in meeting the 
intentions of the Bilingual Multicultural Education Act.   

• How can technical assistance be improved upon?  
 

• Currently some of the legislative findings of 2004 are still being worked on 
so why remove program options, change evaluation without making sure 
all the pieces are in place.  

• J. Standardized curriculum, including instructional materials with a 
scope and sequence… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No SLA Standards currently available but will be in 2018.  Why not use 2018 as a starting point for the design of a program Limited assessmentsLack of consultation so sovereign nations can determine what ”a standardized curriculum” might mean for tribal communities. If nothing in place, then technical assistance will be afforded to the local tribe to facilitate curriculum development. 



What next?  

• The NMPED has begun to consult with local entities regarding 
the regulations.  It is hoped that the NMPED will demonstrate 
response to community input.  

• New Mexico is unique and privileged to have the existing five 
program models as per expert letters.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Local control has become state control…How will ESSA impact local school districts? 



• Existing reg. was developed (2005) with wide consultation and 
represented the desires of NA and Hispanic communities.  

• Yes, NCLB wording needs to come out. 
• ESSA offers local control, however the regulations changes seem 

to express this as “state control”. 

What next?  



NM has many local experts! 

• Local expertise in the room has been tapped nationally and internationally, 
from the Arctic Circle to the Native American villages of Central and South 
America, from Europe, Mexico, and recently even Italy has relied upon the 
expertise of many in the room.  

• We have Tribal Education Departments, elders in our tribal communities 
committed to preserving the languages of New Mexico.  All have the 
foundation to support language learning in their local context.  

• Local organizations such as DLeNM, NMABE, NMTLC, UNM’s Center for 
American Indian Teacher and Training Policy Research Center, CESDP, 
Coalition for the Majority,  and our Tribal Nations.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Local expertise in the room has been tapped nationally and internationally, from the Arctic Circle to the Native American villages of Central and South America, from Europe, Mexico, and recently even Italy has relied upon the expertise of many in the room. 



All New Mexico students have the right to a 
bilingual, multicultural education enabling 
them to graduate with the Seal of Bilingualism 
and preparing them to fully contribute and 
compete in their local and world communities 
as bilingual, multicultural citizens.  
    Coalition for the Majority Letter, May 2017 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As New Mexicans, we must not only advocate for ALL NM students, but for generations not yet born.  This is not about political agendas or money but for preserving and ensuring that our rich diverse communities of our unique state are sustained for generations to come. In the words of Wildred Eriacho (Iracho)from Zuni,  “I do not what to be part of a generation that has failed our students to be bilingual and bicultural.” 
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